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Background 
Many areas of the brain are involved in spatial navigation1. Consequently, navigation 

ability is vulnerable to brain damage. Stroke patients often report navigation 

impairments, which have a profound impact on the quality of life, as patients experience 

spatial anxiety, limited mobility, and reduced autonomy2. Less is known about the 

prevalence and severity of navigation impairment among patients with other types of 

acquired brain injury (ABI). In this large scale study we investigated whether navigation 

problems are present among patients with different types of ABI. We determined 

whether the location of brain injury effects the severity of navigation complaints. 

Furthermore, we assessed the effect of ABI type and location on subjective and objective 

measures of navigation.[2

information to orient oneself.  

 

 

 

Methods 
An online experiment was placed on the website of ‘Weekend van de Wetenschap’ and 

(www.navigerenkunjeleren.nl). Healthy participants (8-100 years old) and ABI patients (16-

100) were allowed to particpate after giving informed consent. The experiment could be 

completed on desktop and mobile devices. The experiment opened in September 2017 

and closed on October 2018. 

     The experiment consisted of a demographic questionnaire, 5 navigation tasks and the 

Wayfinding questionnaire3. The experiment took 15 minutes to complete. All data was 

gathered anonymously. 
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2. Egocentric Location 
Participants were shown 4 scenes 
from the route and were asked to 
select 1 out of 6 arrows that pointed 
to the end location of the route. 

3. Allocentric Location 
Participants were shown 4 pictures 
of landmarks along the route. 
Participant indicated the location of 
each landmark on a map. 

1. Landmark Recognition 
Participants indicated whether or not 
8 landmarks (4 targets and 4 
distractors) were encountered along 
the route. 

4. Path: Route 
Participants were presented with 4 
images of decision points and had to 
indicate in what direction the route 
continued from each of these 
decision points. 

5. Path: Survey 
Participants were shown 3 pictures of 
locations along the route. Participants 
were asked to select which 2 location 
were closest to eachother. 
Participants completed 4 trials. 

Navigation Tasks 
Participants were shown a video of a route 
through a virtual environment, traversed from 
a first-person perspective. No specific 
instruction were given. 
     The route consisted of 8 landmarks at 8 
decision points. The total video lasted 70 
seconds. 
     Afterwards, participants completed 5 
navigation tasks. Each task covered a specific 
component of navigation ability.  The 
landmark recognition task was always 
performed first, the presentation order of the  
other tasks was randomized. 

Healthy Controls ABI 

N 11753 404 

N male (%) 4359 (37.1%) 122 (30.2%) 

Mean age, years (SD) 49.62 (0.48) 53.95 (0.46) 

Education level* (SD)  6 (0.85) 5.69 (0.87) 

Cause of brain injury N(%) 

     CVA - 203 (50.2%) 

     Traumatic - 107 (26.5%) 

     Brain Tumour - 30 (7.4%) 

     Infection - 19 ( 4.7%) 

     Intoxication - 9 ( 2.3 %) 

     Hypoxia - 15 (3.7%) 

     Epilepsy - 21 (5.2%) 

Affected hemisphere N(%) 
     Left - 110 (27.2%) 

     Right - 101 (25%) 

     Bilateral - 53 (13.1%) 

     Unknown - 140 (34.6%) 

Spatial 
Anxiety 

Navigation & 
Orientation 

Distance 
Estimation 

% impaired 

Healthy 5.5  8.6  5.8  

ABI patients 21.7  * 23.1  * 14.1  * 

Cause of brain injury  

     CVA 22.1 23.8 15.5 
     Traumatic 15.5 20.6 14.4 

     Brain Tumour 16.7 20 10 

     Infection 23.4 23.5 23.5 

     Intoxication 50 25.0 12.5 

     Hypoxia 50 35.7 14.3 

     Epilepsy 19.0 23.8 0 

Affected hemisphere  

     Left 23.6 25.5 12.3 

     Right 19.6 20.7 12.0 

     Bilateral 20.5 31.8 13.6 

* Significantly different from healthy controls 

 

Table 1. Participants 
 

 

 

Table 2. Subjective navigation measures  
 

 

Conclusion 
The current study demonstrates that navigation impairments are prevalent among all 

types of ABI. Navigation impairments are most prevalent in the landmark recognition 

and route knowledge tasks, which form the foundation of many navigation strategies. 

Right hemisphere damage is associated with landmark recognition while, bilateral brain 

injury is associated with route knowledge impairments. 

This study illustrates the scope of navigation problems in ABI patients and stresses the 

need for a standardized rehabilitation program. 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 6 & 7 Landmark recognition  and Path: Route  
performance per affected hemisphere 
MANOVA: main effect group (hemisphere), 
controlled for age, gender, and education level, 
F(6,24018)= 4.82, p <.001. 
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Particpants who had completed all navigation tasks were 
included in this analysis. Only patients who provided a clear 
description of ABI were included. 
* Verhage Scale (1-7) 

Fig. 5 Objective navigation performance 
MANOVA: main effect group (ABI vs. Healthy) , 
controlled for age, gender, and education level, 
F(5,12148)= 52.39, p <.001. 

 

 
 

 


